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next, right click the firmware file and select install. you will be presented with a list of all the files contained within the original firmware file. if you are successfully flashing a file with xperifirm, a message pop-up will confirm this and will say if you wish to continue or not. in order to use this tool, you first need to have your device connected via a
computer. you can plug your phone into a known working usb port. if no usb port worked, you may have to reset your device in order to get it working. next, the firmware files for your device must be in the folder above the firmware file you wish to flash. in our case, these are the latest firmware files for the sony xperia x10 and xperia l. these
are available at the above website. flashtool will allow you to store information in two ways: through the eeprom configuration file or through the flash.xml document. the configuration file will be used for storing ram timings and identifying your device. the flash.xml document is used for all other configuration data including rom timings, board
name, and ecc support. for example, the flash.xml file found in the uboot-phytec git repo contains an example. that being said, the main purpose of the guide is to show you how to add useful configuration data to the eeprom flashtool file. to make the eeprom file content easier to manage, the following steps will be followed. the same process
will be followed when using the flash.xml file in the future. after a look at each of the steps, follow the guide to configure your device with all of the data you’d like to save.
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I was really frustrated and thought of making up my mind to use Flashtool on my Windows 7 boot, where as I have my laptop dual booted to Windows 8 and Windows 7. Then suddenly it occurred to me could this be a incompatibility of the drivers or some security issue, and i went through all the forums available on XDA developers and finally
found some solution. Here is the link to that thread There's a number of reasons you may still want to use Flashtool. For starters, once you unlock your device's bootloader then official Sony tools no longer work. Official Sony tools only allow upgrading, whereas with Flashtool you can downgrade. Finally, Flashtool doesn't have as many

restrictions on what you can and cannot flash. The phyCORE-AM57x SOM was designed with versatility in mind and is available in a wide range of processor variants and population options. In order to help simplify the evaluation of various development kits, thePHYTEC EEPROM Flashtool was implemented to give users a convenient way to store
a particular SOM's hardware configuration into the onboard EEPROM. By default, the SOM's configuration information is read back from the EEPROM and is used during boot to configure the target's device tree, RAM settings, etc. accordingly. This strategy allows for the use of a single software image to support all phyCORE-AM57x variants. The

activity and processes of the Sony Xperia Flashtool are showed directly to the user through the main interface. The log will help identify whether the flash process is running successfully and also indicate what a problem actually is rather than an unexplained error message. 5ec8ef588b
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